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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are the access modes for the persistent volume (PV)?
A. ReadWriteOnce, ReadOnlyMany, ReadWriteMany
B. ReadWriteOnce, WriteOnlyMany, ReadWriteMany
C. ReadOnlyMany, WriteOnlyMany, ReadWriteOnce
D. ReadWriteOnce, ReadOnlyMany, WriteOnlyMany
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A CHANGE_STATE action of a state-based record type can have different target states.
A. False
B. True
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a LifeCycle Manager Project, a user can create either a Benchmark task or a Comparison task.
Which statement is INCORRECT when describing the application of Benchmark tasks?
A. Benchmark tasks can be used to create a benchmark test to run Compatible Query Mode
(CQM) reports as Dynamic Query (DQ) reports.
B. To use a previously run Benchmark, select a previously created Benchmark task for the
benchmark source and the target Cognos server that you want to compare to the benchmark.
C. Benchmark tasks can be used as a benchmark test for any LifeCycle Manager Project.

D. When creating a Benchmark task, the administrator can choose whether to validate reports
before they are run, and whether to run the reports in Dynamic Query Mode (DQM).
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Incorrect Answers:
B: You can run CQM reports in DQM in a Lifecycle Manager project as part of the CQM to DQM
migration validation.
D: Users can compare live Cognos environments, or static files using previously saved
Benchmark tasks.
Benchmark allows you to create a point-in-time snapshot and use that as a baseline
comparison.
Note: Lifecycle Manager is a stand-alone application that helps validate and compare report
outputs within a single environment, between environments or between different versions of
Cognos.
References:
https://www.ibm.com/communities/analytics/cognos-analytics-blog/cognos-lifecycle-manage
r- enhancements-in-11-0-4/
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